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的最好办法是多练，而非背诵别人之答案！Q: What kind of

family is yours? Is it of a typical family structure in China?A: My

family is large, I have Dad , Mom, two sisters ,four brothers. Our

relations are very strong. We usually help with each other. I am very

proud of my family. My brothers, sisters and I has already got

married. Everyone has one or two children. I think my family is a

typical one.Q: What do you think are the differences between

families in and past and today, and what have caused these

changes?A:, About 20 years ago they were large in China. Each

family had at least 4 or 5 children, but nowadays they are small,

especially in big cities. In countrysides they have no more than two

children.The main reason for this change is that we have the family

planning policy, which allows us to have one child. This policy has

been executed for about 20 years.Q: What do you think are the

differences between families in and past and today, and what have

caused these changes?A:, About 20 years ago they were large in

China. Each family had at least 4 or 5 children, but nowadays they

are small, especially in big cities. In countrysides they have no more

than two children.The main reason for this change is that we have the

family planning policy, which allows us to have one child. This

policy has been executed for about 20 years.Q:What is the interesting



building in you country/city?Where is it located?what is used for?

Explain why you think it is the most interesting?Q:what do your

think the difference between adult and children making friend?A:

Children make friends just for playing, if a child can play with

another one,they will become good friends,and the friendship

between children is more lily-white and na? ve.but adult make

friends in many aspects,including play,business

partner,colleague,anyone who has common in some aspeects each

other.of course,the friendship has some profits for them.best

friendQ: what is your best friend? And how you metA: My best

friend is Mr.Sheng. I met him in 1993.He is my colleague.When I

came to Foshan for the first time, I had difficulty in looking for my

job. He encouraged and supported me.We have a lot common in

hobby, such as playing Chinese chess, badmintonQ:tell me the way

you make friends with others. and you think what people should be

your friends?A:I make friends in many ways, for example

introducing my friends to other ones, sometimes with Internet.I

believe in the maxim "prosperity makes friends, adversity tries them"

I can give my friend help if he needs, but if he did not do the same for

me when I need, I will not consider him my friendfestival 100Test 下
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